IAFF Local 1565
Idaho Falls Firefighters

CBA negotiations Proposal Form

This form is intended to help the negotiating team organize proposals. Allowing them to bring negotiation items to the bargaining table with all supporting documentation.

**Proposed item (what are you addressing?)**

Charging members of the FD or immediate family members for ambulance bill.

**Intent of change (why is it needed or what is being corrected)**

The term “taking care of our own” has always been thrown around the fire department. However, when we are on duty, not available to take care of our families and require our “brothers” to take care of our families for us we are charged for it. Past practice has been that our members are not charged, (i.e. Sean Allen) but recently our members have been charged and denied leniency when hardship was applied for with the city, (i.e. Randy Pitcher).

**Current language and location (CBA, Personnel Policy, and current language)**

No current language

**Proposed language (actual language to be adopted into the CBA)**

The City will forgive any remaining balance after insurance is billed for ambulance services to fire department members and/or immediate family members.

**Details (cost to city, cost to FF’s, available data)**

☐ ATTACHED DOCUMENTS

Click or tap here to enter text.